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Imperfect measurement can degrade a quantum error correction scheme. A solution that restores
fault tolerance is to add redundancy to the process of syndrome extraction. In this work, we show
how to optimize this process for an arbitrary ratio of data qubit error probability to measurement
error probability. The key is to design the measurements so that syndromes that correspond to dif-
ferent errors are separated by the maximum distance in the signal space, in close analogy to classical
error correction codes. We find that the mathematical theory of 2-designs, appropriately modified,
is the right tool for this. Analytical and simulation results for the bit-flip code, the 5-qubit code,
and the Steane code are presented. The results show that design-based redundancy protocols show
improvement in both cost and performance relative to conventional fault-tolerant error-correction
schemes in situations, quite important in practice, where measure errors are common. In the near
term, the construction of a fault-tolerant logical qubit with a small number of noisy physical qubits
will benefit from targeted redundancy in syndrome extraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
A working quantum computer must be fault-tolerant:
the reliability of all components must be considered, and
appropriate measures taken for compensation of mal-
functions [1, 2]. Error correction forms the core of this
process. Error syndromes are extracted and used to gen-
erate the information needed to set the computer back
on the right path. The syndrome information may itself
contain errors because of imperfect measurements. This
aspect of fault tolerance was recognized at an early stage
of the development of the theory. In the two most promi-
nent syndrome extraction protocols, the remedy was to
repeat measurements already made [3, 4], thereby build-
ing in redundancy. This is a straightforward way to make
the syndrome information more reliable.
In the last few years, more sophisticated schemes have
been proposed. Fujiwara et al. noted that measuring
more than a minimal set of stabilizers could be a more
efficient way to extract reliable information and noted
a possible connection to designs [5, 6]. Ashikmin et al.
generalized existence theorems and the quantum Single-
ton bound of standard quantum error correction (QEC)
theory so that they take into account redundancy in mea-
surements [7]. Crow et al. used redundancy in syndrome
extraction to give thresholds for qubit performance in a
coherent error-correction scheme [8].
In this letter, we show how to optimize measurement
redundancy by applying the theory of 2-designs, [9], This
is called design-based redundancy (DBR). 2-designs have
long been used in classical error correction [10]. We in-
vestigate both a minimal redundant extraction scheme
(MR) as well as the more comprehensive DBR.
It is sufficient to use a simple model for the faults. The
key feature of this model is to separately define the qubit
error probability pq and the syndrome measurement er-
ror probability pm. Different physical implementations
of quantum computation will have very different values
of the ratio pq/pm and this will strongly influence the
optimal DBR protocol. In this work we will only con-
sider the simple situation of a quantum memory that is
periodically refreshed by error correction; more compli-
cated scenarios with active gates would complicate the
analysis but not introduce significant new concepts. The
discussion is restricted to stabilizer codes [11]. It may be
possible to use 2-designs to improve other codes, but it
appears to be more complicated. We stress that DBR
is equally applicable to measurement-based error correc-
tion and coherent error correction. For definiteness, we
will use the language of measurement-based QEC in this
work.
II. BIT FLIP CODE
This section is included in order to introduce the ba-
sic ideas of DBR. It treats the elementary example of
the 3-qubit bit flip code [12]. The three physical qubits
store a single bit of quantum information and there is
a probability pq of a bit flipping. No other qubit er-
rors are allowed. Stabilizers S1 = Z1Z2, S2 = Z2Z3
and S3 = Z3Z1 can each be measured, always yield-
ing ±1. An incorrect measurement result is obtained
with probability pm. The starting state (chosen arbi-
trarily in the code subspace) is |000〉; after a certain
time 1 or more bits may flip and we measure a set of
stabilizers, perhaps repeatedly. We define an event e to
be the final state of the qubits together with the mea-
surement results. Each event e has a probability P (e)
with 0 ≤ P (e) ≤ 1 and a success factor s(e) = 0 or
s(e) = 1 when the event is respectively uncorrectable or
correctable. For example, if the textbook procedure of
measuring only the generators of the stabilizer group S1
and S2 is used, a possible event is e0 = {|001〉,+1,−1}.
This can be made fault-tolerant by repeating the mea-
surements and using majority rules on the measurement
results. Assuming independence, the probability of this
event is P (e0) = pq(1 − pm)2(1 − pq)2 since there is 1
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Protocol Failure Rate Cost
Minimal QEC 2pm − p2m + 3p2q 2
Fault-tolerant QEC 6p2m + 3p2q 4 + 2pm
DBR 3p2m + 3p2q + 9pmpq 3
Table 1. Failure rate and cost for 3 error-correction protocols
for the 3-qubit bit-flip code.
qubit error and 0 measurement errors. s(e0) = 1 since
the information obtained from the measurements allows
us to correct the error. The total failure probability of
an error correction protocol, including possible DBR, is
F = 1−ΣeP (e)s(e). In addition, we define the cost C of
a protocol to be the expected total number of stabilizer
measurements in a correction cycle.
The DBR protocol differs from both the simple proto-
col and its fault-tolerant extension in that one measures
the complete set of stabilizer group generators S1, S2 and
S3. This already builds in redundancy; if there is one
measurement error then exactly one of the Si is equal
to −1. If 2 of the Si is equal −1 then there is a unique
instruction as to which bit to flip back. (Here and hence-
forth we use Si both for the operators and for the result
of measuring the operators.) The key point is that there
is a unique signal even if there is a measurement error.
For this toy code, MR and DBR are identical; for large
codes this is not the case.
Once protocols are established, then it is straightfor-
ward to sum over the events and compute the failure
rates and costs. In Table 1 we tabulate the results to
quadratic order in pq and pm and the cost to linear or-
der.
The fact that minimal QEC has a linear term in pm is
the signature that it is not fault-tolerant and is there-
fore not a candidate for a working computer. More
importantly, the fault-tolerant version of conventional
QEC is always more costly than DBR and the failure
rate for conventional QEC exceeds that of DBR when-
ever 6p2m + 3p2q > 3p2m + 3p2q + 9pmpq. This reduces to
pm > pq/3, which is likely to happen in many implemen-
tations. It is interesting that DBR is superior even for
pm = pq, a case often considered.
III. 2-DESIGNS
The crucial feature of DBR for the bit flip code is that
the syndrome possesses a unique signature when there is
a measurement error. This feature can be generalized to
more complex codes that can correct phase flip as well as
bit flip errors. Consider an [[n, k, d]] stabilizer code with
n the number of physical qubits, k the number of logical
qubits and d the distance; the code can correct errors on
up to (d− 1)/2 physical qubits. We will focus on k = 1
and the logical operators are XL = ⊗ni=1Xi and ZL =
⊗ni=1Zi, as in the Steane [[7, 1, 3]] code. Our notation in
this paper extends the usual one slightly, since we wish
also to detect up to s syndrome measurement errors -
hence we refer to [[n, k, d, s]] codes. Standard quantum
error correction without repetitions has s = 0.
In DBR for a CSS (CSS-DBR) code we measure m =
C/2 stabilizer operators of the form S = Xi1Xi2 · · ·Xiw
and m = C/2 stabilizer operators of the form S =
Zi1Zi2 · · ·Ziw . Each stabilizer has weight w. Here
{i1, i2, ..., iw} are chosen from the set {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
any given S is completely defined by this choice. Thus
for CSS codes X and Z errors are handled separately, so
we simply use 2 copies of a single design, and this gives
a particularly economical and effective DBR protocol.
The measurement result of the Z-type stabilizers is dif-
ferent for any bit flip error. Tabulating these possible
syndrome results yields an m× (n+ 1) matrix E whose
entries are ±1. The entry Eij is the result of correctly ex-
tracting the value of Si for a bit flip on the j-th physical
qubit. At a minimum, the rows of E must all be distinct
in order to diagnose an error uniquely. We wish to go
beyond this. Fault tolerance in DBR is achieved not by
repetition but by choosing our measurements so that the
results differ by as much as possible. This motivates the
use of 2-designs for our choice of measurements.
A 2-design is a family of subsets of a larger set. This
family must fulfill certain conditions. For present pur-
poses there is a set of n qubits and the indices on each
Z-type stabilizer to be measured defines a subset of the
qubit indices. Thus the family of subsets is determined
by the choice of Z-type stabilizers. There are m subsets.
The conditions for this choice to be a 2-design are: (1)
each subset has the same size w; (2) every index must
appear in exactly ρ subsets; (3) every pair of indices ap-
pears in exactly λ subsets. The parameters are not all
independent. They satisfy the basic 2-design relations
mw = nρ and λ(n− 1) = ρ(w− 1). These equations are
proved using counting arguments.
Let us define the Hamming-like distance D between
any two Z-type stabilizers Si and Si′ as D(Si, Si′) =
Σrj=1|Eij − Ei′j |, where Eij is the result when the jth
qubit has flipped. Then if the choice of the Si is a 2-
design we have that D(S, S′) = 2(ρ − λ) for all S and
S′. This may be shown by arguments similar to those in
[10]. This the key feature of 2-designs for error correction
purposes: it enables us to systematically maximize ρ−λ.
To illustrate the definition we give the example of a
simple 2-design known as the order-2 biplane. It ap-
plies to a system of n = 7 qubits. The stabilizers are
S1 = Z1Z5Z6Z7, S2 = Z2Z4Z6Z7, S3 = Z3Z4Z5Z7,
S4 = Z1Z2Z4Z5, S5 = Z1Z3Z4Z6, S6 = Z2Z3Z5Z6,
S7 = Z1Z2Z3Z7. It is not hard to verify that this choice
satisfies the constraints for a 2-design with w = 4,m = 7,
ρ = 4 and λ = 2. We will use this 2-design below.
The fundamental criterion for the choice of stabilizers
is the minimization of the failure rate F and the cost
C. We have seen that the natural arena for this is the
2-design. However, not all 2-designs can be used in con-
junction with stabilizer quantum error correction. There
is one constraint for all DBR schemes based on 2-designs.
Constraint 1. The definition of a stabilizer requires
that it must commute with the logical operators, i.e.,
2
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[S,⊗ni=1Xi] = [S,⊗ni=1Zi] = 0 for all S. A short calcula-
tion shows that this is true if and only if w is even. (See
supplementary material.)
Constraint 2. (CSS-DBR only.) The use of two
copies of a design generates an additional constraint.
The stabilizer group is commutative. All X-type sta-
bilizers trivially commute with each other; the same is
true for the Z-type stabilizers. An X-type stabilizer
commutes with a Z-type stabilizer if and only if the in-
tersection of the set of indices of the X-type stabilizer
with the set of indices of the Z-type stabilizer has even
cardinality. This happens for all such pairs of stabilizers
if and only if λ is even.
These two constraints rule out a majority of 2-designs
for CSS-DBR. The order-2 biplane with w = 4 and λ =
2 is allowed, but the natural successor is the order-3
biplane with w = 5: it cannot serve as the basis for an
DBR scheme.
IV. RESULTS
A. 5-qubit code
The [[5,1,3]] perfect code is not a CSS code, so a
single 2-design is used for all errors. We take the
stabilizer group generated by S1 = X1Z2Z3X4, S2 =
X2Z3Z4X5, S3 = X1X3Z4Z5, and S4 = Z1X2X4Z5,
which is then a [[5,1,3,1]] code. The full stabilizer group
is an instance of the class of designs generated from
Hadamard matrices, appropriately called Hadamard de-
signs. In particular, the design here is the complement
to the n = 3 Hadamard design [13]. Once the stabi-
lizer set is chosen we can compute the failure rate FDBR
as a function of pm and pq. DBR stands for "design-
based redundancy". We also compute the failure rate
FMR for a scheme in which minimal redundancy (MR)
is employed: only one additional stabilizer is measured,
namely S1S2S3S4. This operator is the product of the
minimal set of generators. With this choice the result-
ing protocol is somewhat analogous to a single parity
check in classical error correction. Finally we compute
the failure rate FQEC for fault-tolerant QEC. Analytical
results for all three rates are given in the supplemen-
tary material. Choosing FQEC as a basline, we plot the
relative failure rates in Fig. 1 for a range of error proba-
bilities relevant to near-term quantum information pro-
cessing. Note that MR has an advantage over QEC for
pm > XXXpq. Both are fault-tolerant with respect to
pm in that FQEC .FMR ∼ p2m. However, DBR is superior
to both QEC and MR for all pm, pq in the appropri-
ate regime. This can be traced back to the fact that
FDBR ∼ p4m. Note that MR is cheaper than DBR in
terms of number of measurements, so it may be prefer-
able in intermediate regimes of pm.
Figure 1. FQEC − FMR and FQEC − FDBR for the [[5,1,3]]
Perfect code. The left plot shows a curve dividing the param-
eter space into configurations where QEC outperforms MR,
whereas at all physical error rates DBR beats QEC. This
comes at the cost of more stabilizer measurements.
B. Steane code
In our notation, the Steane code with the minimal set
of measurements is a [[7, 1, 3, 0]] code. When syndrome
measurements errors occur, it is not fault-tolerant. 3-
fold repetition of its measurement sequence with major-
ity rules gives a [[7, 1, 3, 1]] code. The order-2 biplane
DBR procedure utilizes 14 stabilizers: those given in
the previous section and another 7 with Zi → Xi. It
is a fault tolerant [[7, 1, 3, 1]] code. We again give the
Protocol Failure Rate Cost
Minimal QEC 3pm − 3p2m + 21p2q 3
Fault-tolerant QEC 9p2m + 21p2q 6 + 3pm
MR with S7 6p2m + 21p2q + 28pmpq 4
DBR 21p2q 7
Table 2. Failure rate and cost for 4 error-correction protocols
for the Steane [[7,1,3]] and [[7,1,3,1]] codes.
comparison of failure rates for 3 protocols: the repeated
Steane code, denoted QEC; an MR code with two ad-
ditional stabilizers, one of the X type and one of the
Z type, in both cases a product of the usual generators;
and the MR approach measuring the full stabilizer group.
This final set of stabilizers corresponds to 2 copies of the
order-2 biplane. The results demonstrate that DBR has
a distinct advantage over the other 2 protocols. It is even
more dramatic than in the 5-qubit case. This combina-
tion of DBR with a CSS code is particularly effective in
repairing measurement errors. Again, the MR approach
may also be useful in practical cases - everything depends
on the cost and reliability of measurements in a specific
implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have focused on 2-designs that appear
naturally in straightforward modifications of well-known
codes. But a longer-term goal would be to use known
2-designs to improve syndrome extraction, thus improv-
3
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Figure 2. FQEC − FMR and FQEC − FDBR for the [[7,1,3]]
Steane code. The left plot shows a curve dividing the param-
eter space into configurations where QEC outperforms MR,
whereas at all physical error rates DBR beats QEC. This
comes at the cost of more stabilizer measurements.
ing quantum error-correction in cases where errors in the
measurement process are important. This not straight-
forward, since there is no general classification theorem
for 2-designs, though a large number of special cases and
some infinite families are known [14]. This is a promising
line of research.
Once a quantum processor is characterized and pq, pm
are known, we can look at the failure rates to deter-
mine which approach to take. The next consideration
is cost. In a Shor-style extraction protocol each stabi-
lizer measurement requires a number of ancilla qubits
one greater than the weight of the operator itself [1]. In
fault-tolerant QEC ancilla qubits can be reused on subse-
quent cycles of syndrome extraction. Thus, even though
the number of QEC measurements may exceed that of
DBR for a given code, the size of the quantum register
required may in fact be larger for DBR. Recent ideas for
using fewer ancilla qubits could be used to bring down
the potential cost disparity between QEC and DBR [15].
This comes at the price of adding more gates, so an ap-
praisal of which is the most fruitful approach involves
a balancing act between number of qubits and circuit
depth.
In the near term, we may expect the development of
machines with 50-100 fairly noisy qubits and gates (the
"NISQ" era). One important goal for this era is the de-
velopment of a single fault-tolerant error-corrected logi-
cal qubit. The correction process involves multiple gates
while the data qubits will often have reasonably long
coherence times. In this situation, probably the most
common one, we expect pm > pq. This means that the
strategies outlined in this paper will be very relevant for
this important goal.
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I. CONSTRAINTS ON BIBD PARAMETERS FOR QEC
A. Proof of constraint 1
We must show that all the measured stabilizers S commute with all the logical operators L if and only if w is even.
An example of such a commutator is
[S,L] = [Zi1Zi2 ...Ziw , X1X2...Xn],
where {i1, i2, ...iw} ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}. We then define the set of indices {k1, k2...k(n−w)} such that {i1, i2, ...iw} ∪
{j1, j2...j(n−w)} = {1, 2...n} This can be simplified as follows:
[S,L] = [Zi1Zi2 ...Ziw , X1X2...Xn]
= Xk1Xk2 ...Xk(n−w) [Zi1Zi2 ...Ziw , Xi1Xi2 ...Xiw ]
= Xk1Xk2 ...Xk(n−w) ×
(Zi1Zi2 ...ZiwXi1Xi2 ...Xiw −Xi1Xi2 ...XiwZi1Zi2 ...Ziw)
= Xk1Xk2 ...Xk(n−w) ×
(Zi1Xi1Zi2Xi2 ...ZiwXiw −Xi1Zi1Xi2Zi2 ...XiwZiw)
= Xk1Xk2 ...Xk(n−w) ×
((−1)wXi1Zi1Xi2Zi2 ...XiwZiw −Xi1Zi1Xi2Zi2 ...XiwZiw)
= Xk1Xk2 ...Xk(n−w) [(−1)w − 1]Xi1Zi1Xi2Zi2 ...XiwZiw ,
which is zero if and only if w is even. This proof clearly holds for all stabilizer/logical operator pairs.
B. Proof of constraint 2
For the CSS-DBR codes, the same design is used twice, once for the X-stabilizers and once for the Z-stabilizers.
The full group must be abelian, so one must check that the X-stabilizers commute with the Z-stabilizers. The relevant
commutators have the form
C = [Xi1Xi2 ...Xiw , Zj1Zj2 ...Zjw ]
Here {i1, i2, ...iw} ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}. and {j1, j2, ...jw} ⊂ {1, 2, ..., n}. Inspection of the proof for constraint 1 then
indicates that if we define
x = |{i1, i2, ...iw} ∩ {j1, j2, ...jw}|,
then C = 0 if and only if x is even. This is true for all choices of the index sets if λ is even.
II. FAILURE RATES
In the main text we showed the failure rates of traditional QEC compared with two proposed extensions by plotting
the difference as a function of both physical and measurement error rates. To emphasize the region of interest for
near-threshold quantum computers, we restricted pq, pm to a small range close to zero. For completeness, we include
the full comparison over the entire feasible parameter range. When the curve where FQEC −FMR/DBR = 0 does not
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Figure 1. FQEC − FMR and FQEC − FDBR for the [[5,1,3]] Perfect code. This is a zoomed-out version of Fig. 1 in the main
text. Here we show the results for all possible error rates.
Figure 2. FQEC − FMR and FQEC − FDBR for the [[7,1,3]] Steane code. This is a zoomed-out version of Fig. 2 in the main
text. Here we show the results for all possible error rates.
pass through the origin, this reflects a difference in the power of the leading order pq or pm between the two rates.
That is to say, one method can tolerate more errors of a certain type than the other when this is the case.
The main text has truncated analytic forms for the failure rates as a function of pq, pm, Here are the expressions
to order p8. The full expressions to all orders are available on request to the authors.
For 5-Qubit Perfect Code:
FQEC = 12p
2
m − 8p3m − 54p4m + 72p5m + 84p6m − 216p7m + 63p8m + 105p2q − 910p3q + 4095p4q − 12012p5q + 25025p6q − 38610p7q
+ 45045p8q − 1260p2mp2q + 10920p2mp3q + 840p3mp2q − 49140p2mp4q − 7280p3mp3q + 5670p4mp2q + 144144p2mp5q + 32760p3mp4q
− 49140p4mp3q − 7560p5mp2q − 300300p2mp6q − 96096p3mp5q + 221130p4mp4q + 65520p5mp3q − 8820p6mp2q
2
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FDBR = 105p
2
q − 910p3q + 4095p4q + 20475p4mpq − 225225p5mpq + 1126125p6mpq − 3378375p7mpq + 3003p5m − 25025p6m + 96525p7m
− 225225p8m − 12012p5q + 25025p6q − 38610p7q + 45045p8q − 286650p4mp2q + 1863225p4mp3q + 2837835p5mp2q − 7452900p4mp4q
− 17762745p5mp3q − 13138125p6mp2q
FMR = 75pmpq − 1050pmp2q − 300p2mpq + 6825pmp3q + 450p3mpq − 27300pmp4q − 300p4mpq + 75075pmp5q + 75p5mpq − 150150pmp6q
+ 225225pmp
7
q + 10p
2
m − 20p3m + 15p4m − 4p5m + 105p2q − 910p3q + 4095p4q − 12012p5q + 25025p6q − 38610p7q + 45045p8q
+ 3150p2mp
2
q − 18200p2mp3q − 4200p3mp2q + 68250p2mp4q + 22750p3mp3q + 2625p4mp2q − 180180p2mp5q − 81900p3mp4q
− 13650p4mp3q − 630p5mp2q + 350350p2mp6q + 210210p3mp5q + 47775p4mp4q + 3185p5mp3q
For Steane Code:
FQEC = 9p
2
m − 6p3m − 27p4m + 36p5m + 15p6m − 54p7m + 36p8m + 21p2q − 70p3q + 105p4q − 84p5q + 35p6q − 6p7q − 189p2mp2q
+ 630p2mp
3
q + 126p
3
mp
2
q − 945p2mp4q − 420p3mp3q + 567p4mp2q + 756p2mp5q + 630p3mp4q − 1890p4mp3q − 756p5mp2q − 315p2mp6q
− 504p3mp5q + 2835p4mp4q + 2520p5mp3q − 315p6mp2q
FDBR = 147p
2
mpq − 735p3mpq + 1470p4mpq − 1470p5mpq + 735p6mpq − 147p7mpq + 35p3m − 105p4m + 126p5m − 70p6m + 15p7m
+ 21p2q − 70p3q + 105p4q − 84p5q + 35p6q − 6p7q − 882p2mp2q + 2205p2mp3q + 3675p3mp2q − 2940p2mp4q − 8575p3mp3q − 6615p4mp2q
+ 2205p2mp
5
q + 11025p
3
mp
4
q + 14700p
4
mp
3
q + 6174p
5
mp
2
q − 882p2mp6q − 8085p3mp5q − 18375p4mp4q − 13230p5mp3q − 2940p6mp2q
FMR = 28pmpq − 168pmp2q − 84p2mpq + 420pmp3q + 84p3mpq − 560pmp4q − 28p4mpq + 420pmp5q − 168pmp6q + 28pmp7q + 6p2m
− 8p3m + 3p4m + 21p2q − 70p3q + 105p4q − 84p5q + 35p6q − 6p7q + 378p2mp2q − 840p2mp3q − 336p3mp2q + 1050p2mp4q + 700p3mp3q
+ 105p4mp
2
q − 756p2mp5q − 840p3mp4q − 210p4mp3q + 294p2mp6q + 588p3mp5q + 245p4mp4q
For Bitflip Code:
FQEC = 6p
2
m − 4p3m − 9p4m + 12p5m − 4p6m + 3p2q − 2p3q − 18p2mp2q + 12p2mp3q
+ 12p3mp
2
q − 8p3mp3q + 27p4mp2q − 18p4mp3q − 36p5mp2q + 24p5mp3q + 12p6mp2q
FDBR = 9pmpq − 18pmp2q − 18p2mpq +9pmp3q +9p3mpq +3p2m− 2p3m+3p2q − 2p3q +27p2mp2q − 12p2mp3q − 12p3mp2q +5p3mp3q
3
